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Both UBT College and UBT College Peja Branch have strategic plans for a period of minimum 

three years. UBT has additional two active branches (in Prizren and Ferizaj) that have had 

accreditation which also have compatible strategic plans with the institution in general. This part 

will provide a general picture of the strategy of the UBT College and afterwards specifics of the 

UBT College Peja Branch. 

 

The development of Strategic Plan may be traced to a decision by the Governing Board to Strategic 

Planning Working Group to address the strategic development of the College. The Group which 

comprised members of Governing Board and members of Senior Management marked the 

beginning of a formal process of strategic planning within the College. After the initial Strategic 

Plan was formulated, the Governing Body delegated the responsibility for future planning and 

monitoring to the Rectors’ Office. The Rector oversees the Strategic Planning process. The 

Rectors’ Office is responsible for monitoring changes in the internal and external environment, 

drafting future development plan, formal consultations with stakeholders and establishing the 

Performance Assessment Framework. With respect to development of the Branch Strategic Plan 

the Director of the Branch and other adequate administrative and academic stakeholders 

contributed in coordination with the Rector`s office 

 

In delivering the mission statement for the benefit of students and all other stakeholders, the 

institution has identified several strategic objectives that are compatible both for UBT College and 

UBT College Peja Branch:  

 

1. Achieving Academic Excellence - The institution aspires excellent quality standards and 

consistent active learning approaches which offer authentic experiences and an inspiring, values-

based learning environment to a diversity 

 

- Continue to develop and assess effective coursework, both in the major and general education 

which provides knowledge, skills and perspectives that will be required of a productive 21st 

Century global citizen.  

- Employ effective cutting-edge technologies in the teaching and learning process.   

- Foster development of critical thinking, information literacy, computer competency, writing, 

reading, and visual and oral communication. Increase the number of new positions in addition to 



the replacement of any retiring, non-retained or non-returning faculty. 

- Recruit and retain faculty who demonstrate excellent and innovative teaching skills. 

- Support collaborations that create linkages between academic and experiential learning. 

- Encourage experimentation and risk taking in teaching and learning. 

- Provide faculty development programs that enhance teaching skills and celebrate teaching best 

practices and achievements. 

 

2. Developing Research, Innovation and Social Responsibility - Offer innovative ways for learners, 

spin-in and spin-out companies as well as external clients to engage with enterprise supports and 

applied research, thus creating new knowledge and new employment 

 

- Foster student leadership through team building and involvement in the community.  

- Provide spaces for group and collaborative study, including “smart” group meeting rooms. 

- Offer small, medium, and large venues for hosting cultural and learning communities 

- UBT research strategy is designed to support the creation of a knowledge society by 

working with firms and public sector agents in building the appropriate infrastructure to 

build centers of research, development and innovation that will be unique for Kosovo and 

which will be capable of attracting resources at local and international levels.  

- Prioritize and invest in establishing centers of research, stimulate the development of 

research and cluster activities to maximize opportunities for research groups to create 

appropriate critical mass 

- Enhance and build relationships and partnerships with stakeholders in industry, academia 

and the public sector to increase combined research capacity and strengthen the 

commercialization process;  

- Foster mechanisms of technology and knowledge transfer through UBT Knowledge and 

Technology Transfer Centre  

- Create an integrated research and studies quality assurance framework compliant with 

international best practice;  

- Support programmes in delivering on research element;  

- Strengthen the link between research and teaching 

- Foster interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinary and expand the potential for sustainable 

development through external funding and/or commercialization of its research outputs. 

 

3. Creating a Positive Working and Learning Environment - Creating a Positive Working and 

Learning Environment Aims to offer a high-quality and supportive working and learning 

environment for all types of students (full-time, part-time, priority groups) and staff  

 

- Transform the current information and data centers “the library of the future,” one that 

pushes the technology envelope and, as appropriate, brings together elements that currently 

reside in various units of the campus to create a hub for the benefit of students, faculty, and 

community users.  

- Expand collection of resources and databases related to regional, national, and international 

interests 

- Maintain and update learning materials 

 

 



4. Maintaining and increasing internationalization and regional partnerships - Maintaining and 

increasing internationalization and regional partnerships Formation of the new local and 

international higher education alliances and continued excellent performance against international 

and regional efficiency and effectiveness benchmarks. 

 

- A commitment to developing international opportunities both ‘at College’ and across the 

world to create a truly connected and culturally responsive institution. 

- A commitment to embed international themes, including sustainability and global 

citizenship, across all of our programme curricula, teaching, research and innovation. 

- A commitment to offer all students the opportunity to have an international experience. 

- A commitment to the quality and alignment with our mission and values of all existing and 

potential international activities over quantity and financial drivers. 

- A focus on developing our international footprint through partnerships and/or student 

recruitment in key areas, specifically Western Balkan Area and from Europe Area. 

- A recognition that world-class college by their very nature are international in scope, reach 

and impact and that ensuring the highest quality of our international activities and 

connections is paramount. 

 

5.Partnering with the community - Partnering with the community Will continue to forge strong 

links with industry and wider society, which will be supported through mainstream funding, 

alternative income streams and volunteering arrangements in order to provide service to industry 

and the community at institutional, staff and student level. 

 

- Expand the UBT’s role as a leading regional center with a proactive agenda for educational, 

social, economic, political, environmental, and cultural advancement. 

- Expand the central clearinghouse to advance partnership development between the UBT 

and the communities it serves. 

- Build new opportunities and expand on existing collaborations for faculty, staff, and 

students to contribute to community advancement, including addressing community 

economic, social and cultural issues.  

- Improve and expand programs that address lifelong learning needs of individuals.  

- Engage our communities in the life and mission of the UBT, as well as engage the UBT 

and its students, faculty, and staff in the life of our communities. 

- Involve our community audiences in assessing how the UBT can address regional needs. 

- Increase involvement of alumni, retirees, community leaders and others in the UBT 

through service on boards, speaking engagements, mentoring programs, and philanthropic 

opportunities. 

- Promote community and UBT relationships through increased attendance and participation 

at UBT academic, cultural, athletic, and other events. 

- Actively promote the UBT’s visual identity and protect the UBT “brand.” 

- Build more bridges between and among our communities to create a culture of engagement, 

inclusion, and belonging. 

- Expand collaborations with local schools and school districts to increase awareness of 

college programs and improve the “culture of going to college” among area elementary, 

middle, and high school students.  

- Bring community individuals and organizations to campus for cultural, educational, and 



athletic activities 

- Expand and foster student exchange agreements, internships, and service-learning 

opportunities within our communities. 

 
 

The UBT College Peja Branch strategic plan is developed with the help of the over 15 years’ 

experience of UBT College. The general strategy was initiated by the Rector`s office following 

several consultative meetings with staff and students. Afterwards the Rector produced a draft 

Strategic Plan. The draft identified key areas for development and assigned a person responsible 

to develop objectives for each priority. For example, the Academic Council was responsible for 

developing objectives related to programmes, Head of Research Department responsible for 

research and enterprise objectives, the Secretary General for administration objectives, Head of 

Student Support Services for student support objectives etc. Each of the Priority Area Leader met 

with stakeholders, both internal and external, through individual discussions and workshops, to 

solicit ideas for development. These individual area plans which emerged from the consultative 

process were then integrated into the Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan was placed on UBT 

intranet. The Rector presented the plan and invited feedback from staff and stakeholders in a series 

of meetings. A Performance Assessment Framework and 

 

Implementation Plan weas finalized before the final presentation to Governing Board for approval. 

The Strategic Planning Working Group has reviewed parts of the Strategic Plan in response to 

external evaluation recommendations and anticipated changes in the legal environment. Each of 

the Strategic Plan Goal is subdivided into a set of objectives. Each objective has a number of 

projects and actions assigned to it with delivery dates, resources and funding. To facilitate the 

implementation of a specific project or action, the Plan assigns a Project Leaders. The leaders, 

normally from the senior management, are responsible to facilitate the implementation process 

with resources (staff and finance). Project Action Plans are agreed with senior management. The 

progress towards the achievement of strategic goals is communicated by the Rector through an 

Annual Report to the Governing Board, Staff and Stakeholders. The Branch’s approach to 

improvement is based on a continuous responsive process that seeks to improve the outcomes. The 

Branch identifies its stakeholders (students, staff, internal and external stakeholders), the key 

processes involved in the implementation of programs and services to students at the branch level. 

The next step involves the evaluation of the performance against stated policies and objectives and 

identification of gaps and deficiencies. The final step involves a report and recommendations for 

Improvement Plan for activities and policies that could be taken to address the identified 

challenges. 

 

The UBT financial allocation models will mirror the funding systems used in the sector where 

possible, but will be moderated through the Strategic Plan objectives. The existing financial 

incomes model aims at striking a healthy balance between sources of income. While founder’ 

capital investments were essential in infrastructure development, the operation of programmes, 

research and staff development will have to rely significantly on student tuition fees. The 

organization has already established a good network of cooperation with industry and public sector 

in getting small research grants from both local and international donors. On the other hand, the 

institution also operates several fee-based professional certifications with international vocational 

training bodies like and which have proven to be a small but steady stream of incomes. 

 



 

In terms of financial planning, the budget is planned annually based on the cycle applied to all 

business areas of the organization. A five-year budget proposal is prepared on the basis of the 

business plan and according to UBT strategy. The draft budget is reviewed by Rectors’ Office 

before it is sent to the Finance Office. The budget proposals are made during October-November 

and are reviewed for adjustments during May- June each year. The application of the financial 

regulations of UBT is guaranteed by the procedures and tools developed to facilitate their direct 

use by expense managers. The definition and use of the financial procedures and tools are 

facilitated by the Finance Office, which also monitors the consistency of their application. The 

Finance Office operates as a service to Project Leader/Expense Managers in the implementation 

of procurement requests. Approval of the agreed procurements is given by designated officials 

from the Senior Management, Secretary or by the Rector himself. The Finance Office also 

confirms that a service or good has been delivered according to the contract. After confirmation, 

the accountant pays the invoices. 

 

The Peja Branch of UBT College will preserve the core values of UBT College. It is again expected 

for the branch that a significant amount of the income will be generated from the student fees 

where the branch will also try to be active in the area of EU capacity building projects. Moreover, 

the branch will aim to partner with local actors and will also try to be active in the area of 

professional training to generate alternative income. 

 

The institution has a Risk Assessment and Management Policy to regularly assess both internal 

and external risks and propose the mitigating measures and structures.  The institutional risk 

assessment procedure is performed and reviewed annually. The UBT COLLEGE PEJA BRANCH 

Internal Auditor is responsible for implementing the policy and oversees the risk assessment matrix 

and risk mitigation plan of the institution.  The institutional risk assessment policy categorizes risk 

into: 
 

 Risk Description 

1 Strategic risk Assessment of risks that impede the achievement of strategic goals and 

competitive environment.  

2 Financial risk Assessment of market and investment risks 

3 Operational risk The systems implementation involved changes to business processes with 

respect to transaction processing by decentralized department administrators 

and staff 

4 Compliance Risk Compliance with externally imposed and internally adopted policies and 

procedures on management, teaching, research and communication.  

5 Reputational Risk Assessment of external and internal risks that may affect the institutional 

brand 

 

The annual risk assessment process at UBT COLLEGE PEJA BRANCH is designed to evaluate 

the drivers of risk or factors that introduce a risk to its operating environment. Risks are initially 

categorized into strategic, financial, operation, compliance and reputational risk.  Risks are then 



evaluated on the basis of likelihood of occurrence: high, medium and low. An Annual Risk 

Assessment is performed by the UBT COLLEGE PEJA BRANCH Internal Auditor. The Annual 

Risk Report and Review serve to dynamically model and simulate the effect of each risk so that 

the risk owners can produce mitigating actions. A full Risk Management Action Plan is produced 

annually and distributed to risk owners in the organization.  Based on the current risk assessment 

exercise, the institution is challenged by the following risks:  
 

  Description Category Level 

1 ● Emerging 

Educational and 

social challenges 

- Tendency for E-education 

- Desire for external education 

systems 

- Human capital flight due to EU 

Visa Liberalization 

- Falling student numbers due to 

demographics 

Strategic H 

2 ● Inability of 

Governance of 

education sector in 

Kosovo 

- Political turnover creating 

instability in education sector 

governance and rules 

- Excessive red tape  

Strategic H 

3 ● Quality of education 

in Kosovo 

- Student applicants struggling in 

science, engineering and 

mathematics 

- Kosovo has the lowest PISA 

attainment in Europe 

Strategic M 

4 ● Increasing Student 

Expectations 

- Students expectations are 

increasing  

- Student ability and willingness to 

pay for tuition stagnant 

 

Strategic M 

5 ● Increased 

Regulatory Scrutiny 

and Accountability 

- Frequent external accreditation 

create excessive burden 

- Frequent inspections  

- New Administrative Instructions 

every single year 

Compliance H 

6 ● Ethics and 

Intellectual Property 

Rights 

- Prevalence of plagiarism among 

staff and students in Kosovo 

- Institutional products and 

Compliance/ 

Reputational 

M 



services copied by the 

competitors 

- Technology driving unethical 

behaviour among students 

7 ● Financial Student 

Fees and 

Obligations 

- Students failing to meet tuition 

fee obligations 

Financial M 

8 ● New Technologies 

in education 

- Implementation of new 

technologies in education 

management make operations 

vulnerable to technical failures 

Operational M 

 

 

9 

● Human Resource 

Management 

- Emerging demands for PhD staff 

for programs risk teaching 

quality 

- Emerging demands for staff 

certification by KAA pose risks 

for programme operation –  

accreditation withdrawal due to 

faulty documents 

 

Operational H 

10 ● Decentralized 

Responsibility 

- Decentralised responsibility 

creates additional risks for  

Operational M 

11 ● Electronics Records - Student electronic records and 

data  

Operational L 

12 ● New construction 

and concerns of 

excess physical 

capacity 

- Emerging demands to meet 

excessive infrastructure 

investment 

Srategic H 

13 ● New branch creation - Branches create reputational 

challenges 

- Perceptions that branches are not 

as good as the centre 

 

Strategic 

Reputational 

M 

14 ● Unfair competition - Race to the bottom in student 

tuition fees 

- Free publication education in 

social sciences in regional 

centers 

Strategic L 



 

The UBT Scorecard tracks the results that the organization has achieved in key outputs which 

contribute to the overall outcome of contributing to the society where the institution operates.  It 

has since tracked its key results in four essential dimensions: (1) Customer results – which includes 

the number of students, their satisfaction and their performance in the labour market, (2) Financial 

results – tracks organization’ funding for the strategy, (3) internal business – tracks the number of 

products and services (academic programmes, research activity and training) and (4) Learning and 

growth - the number, quality and satisfaction of staff members with the organization.  

 

UBT College Peja Branch will use the same strategic performance management tool (Balance 

Scorecard) to track the performance results. 

 

 


